
Artistic Biography Miguel Ángel Yus 
 Born in Spain in 1956. 
 Once finished  his university education  (Marketing, Psychology, Industrial design and 
Art) he spent several years travelling. This period and its experiences led him at the end 
towards the path of art. Beauty and emotions that had been absorbed have to be 
transmitted, expressed plastically. 
 Following the unexpected discovery that Za Wou Ki, a chinese painter , one of the 
important figures of abstract expressionism, is living in Paris, Yus decide to to 
learn from him. As so he become his student during two years. For Yus the art, 
every painting or poem are little connections with the big Nature, to which the 
human race once belonged. 
 Yus’s works are in a way an explosion of many explosions, a genesis of sounds, colours 
and energies sealed in the canvas, reaching the paramount BEING, when every sound, 
colour and emotion are an ancestral echo in our being and flowing in a fantastic pushing 
of our emotions. Challenging moments, where essence and freedom shine with no 
cover.  the possibilities box open in the course of a thought, in the moment of a gesture. 
 Yus  art  It’s the attempt of transmitting a visionary flash, through his own 
sensitivity. Combining, unifying all , letting it flow , the essence emerges, moving, 
transmitting and transcending.  
 
Yus comment on his work: 
 Following my life experience, I learned that the real beauty is not simple, it have 
several faces, and the more we gaze at it, the more we’re appreciating it.  
 This is what I’m expecting from my works, I would like that the observer keeps with 
the first glance, getting caught by the force of the first impact, but also that gradually 
comes into the deep of the work, glimpsing stage by stage, layer by layer. 
 In my works I hope to develop the mysticism grown together with the past experiences, 
which let us evolving toward the future. 
 My work is not looking neither for banality nor for fashion and is not simply 
decorative, my intention is to transmit doses of transcendence. 
 Making art an universal archetype. 
 Indeed, Yus dazzles his public, having a profound impact within his long exhibition 
trajectory, through several exhibits carried out in Europe, Asia and America. 
 


